Did you know?

Did you know that Self-Direction can be empowering and beneficial not only to people living in the community, but also to people living in certified settings, including IRA’s?

Do you know someone who:

- Would like to hire their own Community Hab staff?
- Would like to go on outings where transportation and staff expenses could be reimbursed?
- Would like to take classes that they cannot afford?
- Would like memberships at local health clubs?
- Would like their own phone line?
- Would like to pursue moving into their own apartment?
- Would like to see what other benefits Self-Direction could offer?

Many of the Other Than Personal Services (OTPS) and Individual Directed Goods and Services (IDGS) benefits of Self-Direction are available to people living in certified settings!

If you have questions or know someone who may be interested in Self-Direction services, please contact the Brokerage team at selfdirection@oclinc.org or 315-434-9597 x 230. Our team would happily assist to navigate you through the process of getting started.